


By choosing Perracino as your business partner to bring your 
project to fruition, means that you benefit from years of outstanding 
experience and exemplary family values. 
Since its beginnings, human values and professional expertise have 
been at the heart of our company’s development. 
Perracino combines professional dedication in the highest traditions 
with today’s technology.

To enable your project to realize its full potential, it needs to be 
undertaken by a team that coordinates the total management of the 
operation. A team that has at its disposal the means to make the 
right decisions at the right time to guarantee quality, and ensures 
that deadlines are respected while budgets are kept to.





Perracino provides you with a dedicated project 
manager who coordinates in-house resources as well 
as manage trusted specialist partners. Perracino has 
demonstrated its exceptional capabilities for decades, 
tackling some very technically challenging engineering 
projects; and thanks to talented professionals in all 
areas of construction being an integral part of the 
organization’s infrastructure, no challenge has been 
too great.

Perracino has built an enviable reputation over many 
projects, and those opportunities have led Perracino 
to fulfill building projects of varying scale across very 
broad business sectors. 
All of these experiences have one thing in common, 
the fact that they required a high level of expertise, or 
because the technical difficulty required exceptional 
talent, or because of challenging on -site conditions- 
a high skill level was the optimum solution.







This is how Perracino’s teams, independently or in 
collaboration with its partners, carry out a whole 
spectrum of projects; such as – Industrial buildings, 
retail outlets, furniture fabrication, manufacturing 
exhibition stands, or events for prestigious brands, 
constructing and fitting-out luxury residences and 
occasionally building unusual special projects 
that require innovative prototypes or one of a kind 
structures.

Today, the successes of our completed projects 
for satisfied clients, the incredibly high standards 
and expertise of our in-house teams coupled with 
our network of trusted specialist partners makes 
Perracino an essential resource for your highly 
demanding projects.






